Real
Estate Services

Deep
expertise.
Rapid
response.
Welcome to
IQ-EQ, your
global real estate
services provider.

You have residential or
commercial real estate
investments, varying
investment platforms or
holding structures. You want
to enhance focus, reduce risk,
improve operations and drive
value for your real estate
investments.

Our team of real estate
experts provides proactive
end-to-end support services
at all stages of the real estate
lifecycle. We work across
a broad range of property
types and jurisdictions. We
understand the importance
of working within clearly
defined deadlines, reporting
requirements and tight
time scales. So whether
you’re looking to establish
straightforward or complex
property holding structures,
we can help.
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Key facts and figures*
People
worldwide

Worldwide
locations

4000 24
+

Real Estate assets
under administration

150

$

+

bn

Minimum senior
team experience

15

yrs

Our expertise
Office buildings

Shopping
centres

Care homes

Warehouses

Student
accommodation

Hotels

Land purchase

Residential
developments

*

Information correct as of 3 February 2022
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Right
structures.
Relevant
jurisdictions.
You require different services during the
real estate lifecycle. We provide a single
point of contact to manage your real
estate needs across geographies and
structures.
Whether your portfolio includes real estate
for residential use or as an investment
in a corporate or fund structure, we are
able to tailor the appropriate structure(s)
across a range of jurisdictions. We have
experience in establishing and administering
partnerships, companies, foundations, unit
trusts, private trust arrangements and
funds (direct or indirect).
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Stage 1
Raising capital

Stage 2
Purchasing the asset

We coordinate and provide
guidance to ensure the
process runs smoothly.

We provide proactive updates and
assistance during a real
estate transaction and
support you through to
completion.
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Stage 3
Developing the asset /
holding it for investment

Stage 4
Selling or restructuring
the asset

We understand your
fluctuating needs during
your property investment
lifecycle, especially when
developing your property
investment holdings.

We ensure that the
sale of your property
or the restructuring of
your asset(s) is handled
smoothly and efficiently.
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Your
needs.
Our
knowledge.
Real estate fund services
Our robust processes provide you with the support
you need to manage your real estate fund (direct or
indirect). We have extensive experience in using real
estate technology platforms such as Yardi or Horizon
to help you manage your real estate investment.
We provide
• Advisory/management fee calculations
• NAV
• Waterfall calculations
• Capital call calculations
• Yield and return calculations
• Distributions
• Outstanding commitments
• Financial statement preparation
• Tax returns
• REIT compliance services
• AIFM services
• Direct asset portfolio monitoring/tracking
• Fund & portfolio monitoring & analytics
• ESG Reporting

Corporate secretarial and
administration for real estate
Our global team of chartered corporate secretaries
and administrators has a proven track record.
We provide
• Statutory submission filing
• Corporate secretarial services, including board,
committee and shareholder meetings
• Safe custody services
• Processing agent services
• Registered office services
• We provide qualified directors, trustees, general
partners (GPs) and Limited Partners (LPs)
Our real estate administration team facilitate
appointments of third party advisers such as
property managers, surveyors, consultants and
lawyers. We liaise with advisers in relation to the
day-to-day operational activity and key transaction
milestones such as fundraising, valuations, re-financing,
acquisitions, disposals and restructures.
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Financial accounting,
reporting and consolidation
for real estate
We have accounting processes, procedures
and oversight in place for real estate
accounting, reporting and consolidation of
accounts. We ensure compliance with local
regulations and industry reporting standards
e.g. INREV.

Regulatory and tax
compliance for real estate

Banking and cash
management
We can support you with:
• Opening bank accounts
• Bank financing processes
• Arranging cash management and FX
facilities
We can also act as independent facility
agents.

We have international tax services
professionals with extensive experience of
cross-border transactions and business
operations in a range of countries.
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Real
insight
Extensive skillset

Safe environment

You want to know that your real estate
investment is in safe hands. We have the
experience and expertise to work with
you effectively. We have an impressive
track record across a broad range of real
estate transactions, involving multi-national
corporations, sovereign wealth funds, high
net worth individuals, family offices as well
as institutional investors such as insurance
companies and pension funds.

You want to know that your data is secure
with us. We have security systems and
processes to protect your information
and are ISAE 3402 accredited in our key
domiciles.

Professional associations
IQ-EQ is a member of INREV, the European
Association for Investors in Non-Listed
Real Estate; AREF, the Association of Real
Estate Funds; and LuxReal, the real estate
association of Luxembourg and ANREV, the
Asian association for investors in non-listed
real estate.
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R E A L E STATE S E R VIC E S

Responsive service
You want to know that your team is familiar
with your chosen jurisdiction and can offer
the right support, quickly. That’s why we
have highly responsive teams operating
across our global network.

Experts who care
You want to know that our people are
ahead of the curve. To build their expertise,
and keep it up to date, we have our own inhouse experiential training programme open
to people at all levels of the organisation.
Highly motivated, you’ll find our people are
curious about your business and eager to
help make your plans come alive.

“We’ve been exceptionally
pleased with the level of
client service delivery from
the real estate team. We
have every confidence that
they will deliver superior
service within tight time
frames twenty-four seven.”
Harry McCarney, M3 Capital Partners

Applied
experience
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Cutting edge
technology
At IQ-EQ we use the latest technology to
support your funds. We have invested in the
industry’s leading software such as BOX, FIS,
Yardi and Snowflake.

Tailored reporting
With our ground-breaking technology
platform, IQ-EQ Cosmos, experience reporting
better than anything you’ve seen before, with
comprehensive, in-depth data analytics.

This, coupled with our global expertise,
will provide a better, more time-efficient
experience – whether you’re a seasoned
real estate fund manager, a first-time fund
manager, or a family office looking for
opportunities in real estate.
Designed for the need of real estate
investors, Cosmos provides a tailored
dashboard environment giving clients a
deep dive analysis of the breakdown and
performance of the portfolio, allowing you
to make stronger investment decisions based
on actionable intelligence.
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Our
locations
We know that real estate services need to be truly
international to support your real estate investments.
It’s why we have offices in 24 countries, across four
continents. And we are still growing.

THE AMERICAS
Bermuda
British Virgin Islands
Cayman Islands
Curaçao
USA
(Bedford NH, Boston,
Chicago, Dallas,
Fort Worth, Houston,
Los Angeles, New York,
Rapid City SD &
San Francisco)

EUROPE
Belgium
Cyprus
France
Guernsey
Ireland
Isle of Man

Jersey
Luxembourg
Switzerland
The Netherlands
UK

AFRICA
Mauritius
South Africa

ASIA
Mainland China
(Shanghai & Shenzhen)
Hong Kong
India
Japan
Philippines
Singapore
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Key
contacts
If you’d like to speak to us about
your real estate requirements
simply contact one of the team
and we’ll be in touch.

Justin Partington
Group
justin.partington@iqeq.com
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Edwin Chan
UK
edwin.chan@iqeq.com

Mark Lewin
Isle of Man
mark.lewin@iqeq.com

Mark Luijcks
Europe
mark.luijcks@iqeq.com

Tamás Márk
Europe
tamas.mark@iqeq.com

Michael Marquardt
Asia
michael.marquardt@iqeq.com

Stuart Pinnington
Jersey
stuart.pinningtonk@iqeq.com

Jordan Rothberg
USA
jrothberg@blueriverpartnersllc.com

Neil Synnott
Asia
neil.synnott@iqeq.com

Jacques Vermeulen
Guernsey
jacques.vermeulen@iqeq.com
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This document is provided for information purposes only
and does not constitute legal, tax, investment, regulatory,
accounting or other professional advice. For more information
on the legal and regulatory status of IQ-EQ companies please
visit www.iqeq.com/legal-and-compliance
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Find out more
www.iqeq.com/funds/real-estate
Follow us



